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Acoustic design is a major consideration in design of modern school
buildings. With this in mind Ash & Lacy have produced this acoustic
design guide to highlight the benefits of designed and independently
tested acoustic systems using the Ashzip standing seam profile in an
easy to understand way.

BB93 and BREEAM play a large part in the build of modern schools and
an understanding of how these documents effect the design is critical
to ensuring regulatory compliance is met. 

The main areas of consideration are:

� Rain noise (internal levels of sound)

� Sound reduction

� Sound absorption and reverberation 

All of the above have been
independently tested by Ash & Lacy at
the UKAS accredited Sound Research
Laboratories.

Introduction

Terminology

dB (A)  

Decibel level as measured with an A weighting network. This differentiates
between frequencies of sound in a similar manner to the human ear. 

f  or frequency 

The number cycles per second of an object vibrating

Hz or Hertz 

Is the unit of frequency. This is equal to one cycle per second

%Aeq,T(dB)

This denotes the upper limit for the indoor ambient noise level over a specified
period of time. Where T is the stated period of time.  For example BB93 states
30mins

Sound reduction 

Is the level of sound measured in dB from one side of a construction to another

Sound absorption 

Is incorporated into a design to reduce the amount of surface reflected sound
internally.

Impact sound 

A type of sound created through impact of rain or hail on a surface that then
transmits through a system
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Rain generated impact sound

Rain noise can be a problem during teaching periods within  a school.
Ash & Lacy are able to offer an independently tested system to
incorporate a rain noise reduction membrane bonded to the back of
the Ashzip sheets.

Guidance notes for BB93 state that for rooms with ambient indoor
noise levels of 35dB or less, the noise levels should not exceed 55dB
%Amax, F on a regular basis due to any foreseeable event which is
likely to occur during a normal school day.  This does not only relate to
rain noise but also aircraft flyover or any other source of external noise,
but the main concern is rain impact noise.

The standard Ashzip 400 system with glass fibre quilt to provide a 0.25
W/m2K U value and incorporating a rain noise reduction membrane will
provide internal sound levels of 54.9dB as shown in test report
C/08/8H/3525/R01. These figures can then be adjusted relative to
actual room volume by the project acoustic consultant.

The figure of 54.9dB was obtained by testing for heavy rain noise
generated  sound in accordance with ISO 140-18.

Reducing levels of sound

Sound reduction

Sound reduction is a simple measurement of difference in
sound levels from one side of the construction to another.
When discussed in specification it normally relates to sound
transmitted from outside to inside but can be considered
from inside to out when looking at plant rooms and other
such applications.

A range of standard constructions, with solid liner/deck have
been tested, ranging from a standard 0.25W/m2K build up
with aluminium outer to 0.16W/m2K build up with a steel
Ashzip outer.  

A standard Ashzip system would provide a sound reduction
of 40dB+. In comparison to a composite panel or single ply
membrane roof construction with rigid board and deck these
would provide 25dB and 27dB respectively.

These differences not only have an impact on sound
reduction but also performance under rain noise.

Sound reduction with perforated liner

A range of constructions has also been tested for sound
reduction through systems with perforated liners.  Whilst
standard system build ups with perforated liners have a
reduced effect on sound reduction, there can sometimes be
a requirement to know what the sound reduction values are. 

Please note that the perforated liner assists with reduction of
internal reverberation (sound absorption).

A standard build up as shown below with a pan perforated
liner will provide a sound reduction of 37dB. 

To further enhance the above tested system, additional
designs are available to incorporate high density
membranes which can improve the sound reduction and
increase performance up to a level of 44dB.



Sound absorption can be incorporated within the Ashzip system build
up where the design objective is to reduce the undesired effect of
reflected sound in the classroom below.   

The amount of perforations within the liner profile or structural deck will
have a direct effect on the levels of sound absorption that occurs.
Long span structural decks are web perforated and have a lower
percentage of open area compared to a liner profile.  

The standard location for perforations on a liner profile is in the trough
although fully perforated liners are available.

The following sound absorption coefficients are achieved

� Web perforated structural deck - 0.40

� Pan perforated liner profile - 0.45

� Fully perforated liner profile - 0.75

Sound absorption

BREEAM points

Upto three credits are available for acoustic
design in schools. Evidence should be provided
that demonstrates all spaces in the building
achieve the performance standards required by
BB93.

For the most part many of these requirements for
the first two points relate to sound reduction and
absorption of sound between rooms which is not
covered by Ashzip roofing systems.

However BREEAM guidelines state that a third
credit is available where it can be demonstrated
that the increase in indoor ambient noise level
during heavy rainfall does not exceed the levels
defined in BB93 by 20dB.  

Rain noise test data is available for a range of
Ashzip construction that incorporate rain noise
reduction membranes and varying insulants.



Test data

For further acoustic data please visit our website ashandlacy.com



The main acoustic requirement from the project architect was to meet a

sound reduction level of 40dB and to provide an amount of rain noise

attenuation. Because of the complexities of the tapered Ashzip roof above

timber trusses and the requirement for strict air sealing standards to

be acheived, a profiled steel liner was not able to be used due to the

tapered setting out.

The Ash & Lacy technical team proposed a high density 3mm bitumous

membrane positioned directly above the rafters. This component was

combined with 150mm of rockwool insulation compressed into a small

insulation void to form a deadening layer to the underside of the Ashzip

sheets. The membrane was dense enough not to sag between the

rafters and maintain the high level of compressed insulation to act

as the deadening layer.

This proposal combined with the insulation at joist level and

the plasterboard ceiling met the required acoustic criteria.

Whilst this system was not a tested one, Ash & Lacy

provided anticipated sound reduction level

calculations for appraisal by the project acoustic

consultant.
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Ash & Lacy reserve the right to amend
product specifications without prior
notice. The information, technical
details and fixings advice are given 
in good faith but are intended as 
a guide only. For further
information please contact 
Ash & Lacy Building Systems.
All products are supplied 
in accordance with the
Ash & Lacy Terms 
& Conditions of Sale.
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